KutTel-limited MaximumAltilude. Buffet is caused by the separalion of airflow
across an airplane's wings (sec sidebar
below. "Defining Aerodynamic Buffcl").
There are gerlemlly two lypeS of buffel:
high-speed and low-speed. High-speed
butTet is caused by supersonic airflow over
pans of the wing. When the supersonic
air slows to subsonic speeds. a shock wave
is fonned. This shock wave causes air!low separation. which leads to buffel.
Low-speed buffet results from an increase
in angle of attack to the point where the
airtlow separates from the wing. An increase in altitude (at a constant airspeed)
or a d..."Crease in airspeed (at a constant altitude) results in an increased angle of attack. Low-speed buffet is associated with
loss of lift. or stall- and at high levels is
a form of stall warning. In smooth air. the
I1ight crew may be able to detect the onset
of butTet during a tum that is within the
airplane·s cenified maneuver capability.
Buffet becomes more limiting when the
airplane is in a tum. This is because more
lift is required during a bank lhan would
be required for straight-and-Ie\'el night.
The increased lift is typically expressed in

tenns of load factor. which is a mulliple of
gravity (g·s). Since Ihe load factor is directly related to bank angle. it defines the
maneuvering capability of the airplane.
The buffet-limited maximum altitude is the
maximum altitude at which an airpl:me can
maneu\'Cr to a spxilied load faclor wilhout
experiencing a specified level ofbuflel.
Current production FMCs can be programmed (via maintenance action) with
a maneuvering load faclOrthat can be selecled from a r:ll1ge of entries. The value
entered is normally based on operational
policies appropriate to the operator. and
defines the buffet-limited maximum altilUde for a given gross weight. speed. and
center of gravity. [n general. the minimum maneuvering load faclor entry allowed by the FMC is 1.2 times gravity.
or about 34 degrees of bank. This value
typically provides a buffel-limited maximum altitude that equals or exceeds the
thrusl-limited maximum altitude (described below). Values greater than 1.2
can be entered to provide an 3dditional
margin to buffel. For airplanes certilied
by the United Kingdom's Civil Aviation
Authority or Europe's Joint Aviation Au-

thorities. the minimum maneuvering
capabilily is required to be at least 1.3times
gravity. or 40 degrees of bank. Funher information regarding buffet limits is included in the Airplane Flight Manual and
also in Volume 3 of tile Operations Manual.
Thrusl-limiled Maximum Altilude.
The third consideration when determining an airplane's maximum altitude
c,lpability is Ihe amount of thrust available from the engines. The thrust-limited altitude will vary with the
airframe/engine combinations. and is
a function of the gross weight of the
airplane. its speed. and the outside air
temperature. In addition. experience
has shown that it is necessary to provide the flight crew with an available
thrust margin so they may speed up.
climb. or bank the airplane without exceeding the maximum available thrust.
The best Oper.ltiollal way to compute the
needed thmst margin is to define it in tenns
of residual r.lte ofclimb. TIle FMC is typically programmed to provide a residual rate
of climb of 100 feet per minute at cmise
speed. and maximum cmise thmsl when

Defining Aerodynamic Buffet
During the course of a flight test program, some
parameters must be defined that are not entirely empirical in nature. One of these parameters is the onset of aerodynamic buffet, or
"initial buffet," as it is often called.
In earlier flight test programs - until about
1975 - initial buffet was defined literally by
the seat of the pilot flying; it was what the
pilot actually reported experiencing when he
perceived airframe vibration due to buffet.
This method, of course, is subject to the differing levels of sensitivity of each of the test
pilots, and could lead to data gathering that
was not very repeatable.
As Boeing's flight test experience grew, we
determined a level of movement at the pilot's
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seat track that corresponded to approximately
the level that triggered the average pilot. This
motion is measured by an accelerometer
mounted at the pilot's seat track. Today, when
the accelerometer readings exceed 0.1 g (peak
to peak), the condition is defined as initial
buffet.
What does this mean to the line pilot? When
operating near the maximum altitude pre·
dieted by the FMC, it is possible that some
pilots will discern small levels of buffet dur·
ing relatively minor maneuvering. While this
condition is somewhat unusual, it represents
little cause for concern. Most airlines have a
buffet margin programmed into their FMC that
is sufficient to ensure a smooth operation
during normal maneuvering.
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cruising at the thrust~limitcd maximum altitude. To ensure that the airplane can
climb to this altitude at a reasonable rate
in the first place. the FMC is typically programmed to provide a residual r.lte ofclimb
of 300 feel per minute <II enroute climb
speed and maximum climb thrust during
theclimb CO the cruise altitude. The thrustlimited maximum altitude is the more limiting of the climb and cruise thrust-limited
altitudes. As in the case of the maneuvering margin. the current production FMC's
residual rate of climb margins can be increased by a maintenance action to provide an addilionalthrusl margin.
The

:~I-cngine

Example
Each airframe/engine combination will
have different chamcteristics for high-altitude opcr.ltions. These characteristics can
be evaluated via the Airplane's Flight
Manual and Operations Manual. The following is intended to provide SOllle general infOnlwtion on the type of infon11:ltion
yOll could expect from this analysis.
The 747-400 with Prall & Whitney 4056
engines at a 0.2 g margin to initial buffet
is more thrust limited than buffetlimitcd
at all but the heaviest gross weights. This
airplane will reach its maximum cenified
altitude only at relatively light gross
weights. This means that maximum operating altitude for most operations will
be thrust limited.

thJUS(-limited altitude is not

p3l1 of the certification ba..is for an airplane.
Therefore. this d.1l3. does not appear in the

Airplane Right M~mual. However. Boeing
includes thnm-limited altitude infonnation in
our Operations Manuals.

If a banked tum is initiated at the rnaxi-
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mum operating altitude. the thrust limit
may be effectively exceeded and the airplane could be forced to slow or descend.
Figure I shows each of these limits.
along \\·ith the optimum altitude ~ for
the 747-400 with PW4000 engines.
Summary
The example above illustrates differences
in how one airframe/engine combination
performs at the maximum operating altitude. Other airframe/engine combinations may exhibit the same. or completely
different. maximum altitude performance
characteristics. Mosl opemtions do not
require an airplane to operate at this extreme. However. specific routing considerations and non-normal operations
(such as onc-engine inoperative cmise)
can nccessitate flying as high as possible.
Flight crews intending 10 operate at or
near the maximum
operating altitude
should be f:lnlillar
with the performance characteristics of the airplane in
these conditions.
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Airlines lllay wish 10
review the perform:lnce p"rameters
in their airplanes'
FMCs to ensure that
the maneuver capability and residual
rate of climb parameters are consistent
with how the night
crews expect the airplane 10 pcrfonn.
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Figure L Each air-frame/engine combination has different characteristics for high.altitude operations. The
example abO"e sholl'S the maximum (and optimum) altiludes for Ihe 747-400 with PW4000 engines.
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If your airline needs
assistance with the related analysis. comact
Boeing Right Operations Engineering.
TIle 3ddrcss is shown
on page J of the
Airliner Operations
Newslelter.
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